No: SOU / EXAM / UFM / Winter 2021 /

Date: 20/4/2022

CIRCULAR
It is hereby informed to all concerned that the following students of Silver Oak University were
reported for adopting unfair means in winter -2021 University examinations. They are been called as
per the following schedule for hearing before Unfair Means Committee. The show cause notice to
below students is issued and has been sent to their residential address through courier. However
even if students do not receive show cause notice, they are hereby informed to remain present at
following venue as per below mentioned schedule without fail.

Venue: D-306, 3rd Floor, D –Block, Silver Oak University, Gota, Ahmedabad -382481.
Sr.
No.

Course

Case No.

Enrollment

Institute

Date

Time

Proposed
Penalty

1

Imsc -IT

W-21/001

200405021036

SOCCA

25/04/2022

11:00AM

3B

2

MSc.-Chem

W-21/002

200507021443

SOCIOS

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

SOCET

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

ASOIT

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

SOCCA

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2B

3

B.Tech –CE

W-21/003
W-21/004

200103042100

4

B.Tech –CE

5

Imsc -IT

6

Imsc -IT

W-21/006

200405021063

SOCCA

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2D

7

Imsc -IT

W-21/007

200405021004

SOCCA

25/04/2022

11:00AM

3B

8

MBA

W-21/008

200707008089

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2D

9

W-21/009

200703001007

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

3B

10

BBA
BBA

W-21/010

200703001174

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2D

11

BBA

W-21/011

200703001258

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

3B

12

BBA

W-21/012

200703001002

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2D

13

BBA

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

3D

14

BBA

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2B

15

MBA

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2B

16

MBA

W-21/016

200707008162

SOIM

25/04/2022

11:00AM

2B

17

B-Tech CS

W-21/017

200103072038

SOCET

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

18

Dip- CE

W-21/018

200202042199

ASOIT

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

19

B.Tech –CE

W-21/019

200203042094

ASOIT

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

20

B.Tech -IT

W-21/020

200203102070

ASOIT

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3D

21

MSc.-Chem

W-21/021

200507021250

SOIS

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

22

MSc.-Chem

SOIS

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

23

Dip- CE

ASOIT

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B,2B

24

Dip- IT

ASOIT

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

25

MSc.-Chem

SOIS

25/04/2022

02:00PM

1A,2B,2C

26

MSc.-Chem

SOIS

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

27

MSc.-Chem

SOIS

25/04/2022

02:00PM

3B

W-21/005

W-21/013
W-21/014
W-21/015

W-21/022
W-21/023
W-21/024
W-21/025
W-21/026
W-21/027

200233043003
200405021038

200703001176
200733004005
200707008161

200507021454
200202041021
200202108200
200507021376
200507021387
200507021021
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Students are therefore hereby called upon to show cause as to why the punishment prescribed by
the notification dated 25/04/2022 referred to herein above should not be imposed upon them and
students are hereby informed to remain present personally and submit their explanation before the
Unfair Means Committee of the University on Date and Time as prescribed against his / her name at
D-306, 3rd Floor, D –Block, Silver Oak University, Gota, Ahmedabad -382481.
Students will be shown his / her answer book and / or evidences on which the university rely on the
date of hearing. It may kindly be noted that if students do not response to be given to the present on
the date and time fixed, it will be presumed that students have no response to be given to the
present Unfair Means Case and the proceedings would be conducted ex-parte. If students are willing
to submit written reply, the same should be on the date fixed here in above.

Sd/Registrar
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Table Showing Punishment Details for Unfair Means
Sr.
No.
1.

Unfair Means adopted by the Examinee
a. Doesn’t follow the instructions given by the
block supervisor or any competent authority
b. Writes irrelevant matter in the answer book

Type of Punishment (Suggested)
Declare the Examinee as “Fail” in
respective Subject of the current
semester summer/winter examination
to be conducted by the authority.

c. Deliberately reveals his identity or intentionally
makes some irrelevant symbols, sketches etc.in
the answer book.
d. Communicates with another examinee or try
to pass on information even after a word of
caution from block supervisor or any competent
authority.
e. Possess any of the prohibited electronic
gadgets*
f. Any sort of writing on the question paper.
g. Any exam relevant literature found near or just
beneath his seat he/she has not copied from the
said material
h. Use of indecent or abusing words in the
answer book.
i. Attempts or remove Encrypted code or any
sticker on the answer book
j. Indulges in writing the matter relevant subject
before commencement of

2.

k. Attempts oral communication with another
examinee.
a. If the examinee is found in possession or
snatches away of notes, chits, answer book or
part there of any other examinee however
he/she has not written from the said material in
his/her answer book

Cancellation of result of all the subjects
of the current semester examination
and debarred to appear for next
summer/winter all Examinations to be
conducted by the authority.

b. Indecent behaviour at the examination centre
or in the examination hall
c. Possess any sort of exam relevant material in
the examination hall or even outside the
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examination hall like toilet, lobby etc. or tries to
contact any unauthorized person during the
exam timings
d. Possess any sort of exam relevant material
written/printed on paper chits, compass box,
calculator, pad, cloth handkerchief, dress or any
part of the body or stored in Electronic gadgets
including mobile phone. In the examination hall
or even outside the examination hall like lobby
etc.

3.

e. Attempts to bribe the examiner by mentioning
address, contact detail, Mobile No. etc. or to
contact the examiner directly or through any
representative for his/her favour.
a. Indulges in unfair practice outside the Cancellation of result of all the subjects
examination hall by any means.
of the current semester examination
and debarred to appear for next two
b. copied from the subject exam relevant summer/winter all examinations to be
material, Scribble on chits , compass box, conducted by the authority.
calculator, pad, cloth, handkerchief, dress or any
part of the body or stored in electronic-gadgets
including mobile phone.
c. Indulge in exchange of answer book,
supplementary with other examinee
d. Copied from another examinee or deliberately
allows other examinee to copy from his own
answer book or pass on the exam relevant
material or literature in any format another
examinee in exam hall
e. If the examiner find some written/printed
papers etc. of exam related material from the
answer book of an examinee
f. Attempts to get rid of or to destroy any kind of
exam relevant prohibited material with which he
is caught or helps other in such an act
g. Examinee is found to throw away his answer
book, supplementary, question paper, practical
job or part thereof
h. If examinee is found to have torn the answer
book, question paper, any other exam related
material or part thereof his/her own or other
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examinee.
i. If the examiner reports that in the examinee's
answer book is written with writing.
j. If the examiner reports about missing pages or
additional pages in the answer book of examinee.
k. If the examinee obstruct the process of
conducting the examination in any way.
l. If examinee try to destroy the evidence by
chewing the chit or in any other manner, which
was found in his possession during examination.
m. If examinee attempt to bribe by way of
Keeping currency notes in his/her answer book.

4.

n. If the examination committee is satisfied from
there port of the examiner that the candidate
have copied from one another or from any other
sources or involving in mass copying during the
examination.
a. If examinee obstructs/threatens or orally Cancellation of result of all the subjects
assault the block supervisor or any competent of the current examination and
authority.
debarred to appear for next three
summer/winter all examinations to be
b. Tries to bring duly written answer book or conducted by the authority.
supplementary from outside
c. If the examinee carries away an answer book,
supplementary or practical job or part there
outside the exam hall

5.

d. Leaves the examination hall without
submitting his answer book or tries to destroy it.
a. If person impersonates as a examinee and if Cancellation of result of all the subjects
this detected during or after the examination
of the current semester examination
and debarred to appear for next four
b. If examinee not appearing in that particular summer/winter all examinations to be
examination but who is a candidate of other conducted by the authority.
examination of the university impersonates as a
examinee of particular examination
c. If examinee not appearing in that particular
examination but who is a candidate of other
examination of the university behaves
indisciplinary
manner
during
particular
examination or helps other examinee in using
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unfair means.
a. Possess Gun, Revolver, Knife or any other
prohibited weapon in or around exam hall b.
Physically assault block supervisor or any
competent authority on exam duty.

6.

7.

If during the examination or afterwards any
examinee is found to have indulged in unfair
means other than specified in 1to6 as above and
which has been bearing on the examination or
result of the examinee and/or any other
examinee.

Cancellation of result of all the subjects
of the current semester examination
and debarred to appear for next five
summer/winter all examinations to be
conducted by the authority
The examination committee shall
decide the penalty depending upon the
nature and complexity of Involvement
of the examinee is concerned.

*Final decision is to be taken by the committee based upon the type of electronic gadget and type of unfair
mean act done by examinee.

Copy to:
1. Honorable Vice Chancellor for information.
2. Principals /HOI / HOD of all constituent Institutes for information and necessary action.
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